I, the undersigned user, hereby acknowledge and agree that the fitness activity called
LAGREE FITNESS and the use of the Megaformer/M3K+, located at 2140 Peachtree Rd
#230, Atlanta, Georgia 30309 (Third Eye Tribe) poses inherent risks. I have full knowledge
of the nature and extent of all of the risks associated with the use of fitness equipment like
the Megaformer, including, but not limited to:
1 All manner of injury from falling off of the fitness apparatus and hitting the ground or an
object on the ground;
2 Injuries resulting from falling off the machine or dropped items such as, but not limited to,
hardware and weights or pieces thereof;
3 Injuries resulting from the use of exercise equipment including, but not limited to,
Megaformer, free weights, mechanized or electrical exercise machines and other exercise or
fitness related devices.
I further acknowledge that the above list is not inclusive of all the possible risks associated
with my use of the Megaformer at Third Eye Tribe and that the above list in no way limits
the extent or reach of this Release/Indemnification and Covenant Not to Sue.
I hereby certify that I have full knowledge of the nature and extent of the risks inherent in
the use of fitness equipment like the Megaformers located at Third Eye Tribe and that I am
voluntarily assuming the risks. I understand that I will be solely responsible for any loss or
damage including, but not limited to, death or paralysis, that I may sustain while using
Third Eye Tribe facilities and that by signing this Agreement, I am relieving Third Eye Tribe,
its owners, shareholders, officers, directors, employees and agents, of any and all liability
for such loss, damage or death.
I further certify that I am in good health and that I have no physical limitations which would
preclude my safe use of the Megaformers at Third Eye Tribe. I understand that the terms of
this agreement are legally binding and I certify that I am signing this agreement, after
having carefully read it, of my own free will.

Cancellation Policy:
All classes require a 12-hour cancellation notice.
If you do not come to class, package holders will lose a class credit and unlimited members
will be charged a $25 no-show fee.
Terms and Conditions:
All class sales are final. Classes are not eligible for transfer, refund or exchange.
Classes and packages expire after one year from purchase.
Instructors and classes are subject to change without notice.
All classes must be pre-paid through our website or purchased at the front desk prior to
class.

A valid credit card is required for all accounts.
Clients are required to wear gripper socks. Gripper socks are available for purchase at the
studio.
First time clients not present 5 minutes prior to start of class, will not be allowed to take
class. This is for the safety of the client. New members receive an overview of the Lagree
method and Megaformer prior to their first session.
Clients must be at least 16 years old to attend classes. Any client under the age of 18 must
be accompanied by a parent or guardian.
Clients who have been regularly attending Lagree classes may continue working out at the
studio as long as one has received approval from their doctor. Please notify the Instructor
so they may give appropriate modifications.
Refunds:
Returns or exchanges are accepted within 10 days of purchase. Merchandise must be
unworn with tags attached. Products, accessories, and final sale items are FINAL SALE.
Returns can be made to card the item was purchased on or for store credit.
Gift cards are non-returnable.
Privacy:
All information collected at Third Eye Tribe will never be given or sold to third parties.
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